New Shows, Productions Highlight TV 36 Fall Season

The Student Cable Group began a new broadcast season with an expanded lineup of shows.

MIT Cable Channel 36 now broadcasts a new television news magazine, "The Infinite corridors '95." The group is trying to obtain rebroadcasts of the LEGO Robot contest in the spring, and the group is planning to rebroadcast the live call-in show about Quantum Geek later this term.

Two new series have already been produced. "ARA personnel, campus policemen, and professors of freshman classes are prime targets," McDonald said. "It all depends on the scope of the project," McDonald added.

Some ideas that he hopes McDonald and Tracadas would like to see take form include an MIT version of American Gladiators and a version of "Cops" featuring the Campus Police.

"We're going to try to have 24 hours of broadcasting," Tracadas said. "We're going to try to have 24 hours of broadcasting," Tracadas said. "We're going to try to have 24 hours of broadcasting," Tracadas said.

Creating your own show "can be as easy as checking out a camera and taping people, or it can get as complex as doing actual stage, setup, and lighting," Tracadas said. "It involves a lot of work, the rewards are great," McDonald said. "If there's one person watching our shows, it's worth the effort."

Tracadas emphasized that the quality of what is seen on Channel 36 is mainly dependent on SCG membership. Because SCG is not affiliated with a communications department, students produce the programs for their own enjoyment.

"I think that the shows we do are better than some at communications schools because of the enthusiasm of students doing it," Tracadas said.

"We are an information hub. We coordinate writers to actors to directors and cameras," McDonald said.
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Wherever your school is located you're probably less than go minutes from all the excitement of the best snow resorts in the east - challenging steeps, bumps you won't believe, half-pipe thrills and action that doesn't stop when the sun goes down. Now you can get all this for just $27 a day - a 10% savings over the daily price.

Just purchase the Extra Credit Card for $30, then get a one-day or multi-day ski pass at Killington, Mount Snow, Sugarloaf or Waterville Valley for just $27 a day.*

If you've never skied or snowboarded, and have always wanted to learn, get a complete package (lower mountain lift ticket, lesson, and equipment) for the same $27 a day.

Don't waste another minute, call 1-800-9.51K1ERS (1-800.975.4377) to order your extra credit card today!